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Established in 1935 
AASU celebrates the MLK legacy 
An Inkwell reporter's 
account ofthe 
inauguration 
Editorial: Truth in 
Memoirs 
Men's basketball victory 
over North Georgia 
PAGE 4 
Photo by Faythe Medzie 
The Office of Multicultural Affairs (OMA) continued its celebration of Martin Luther King Day by coordinating with SGA to bring students to the downtown Savannah parade 
in celebration of the famed civil rights leader. OMA wanted to highlight AASU's presence in the community and the continued importance of MLK's message of racial harmony 
and influence on American history. 
HOLA begins spring semester 
with 'Lunch and Learn' event 
By Brad Curran 
Staff Reporter 
The Hispanic Outreach 
and Leadership at Armstrong 
(HOLA) held their first meet­
ing of the new semester 
Wednesday, Jan. 14. 
The "Lunch and Learn" 
featured psychology profes­
sor Dr. Mirari Elcofo giving 
a seminar titled "Psychology 
in Cinema," about how psy­
choanalysis has been por­
trayed on film, what people 
can learn about it from its 
representation film and .what 
misconceptions there are 
about it from its portrayal in 
movies. 
Born in Venezuela, Elcoro 
had been in the U.S. for eight 
years before applying for and 
receiving a job at Armstrong 
Atlantic State University 
(AASU) last July. 
During her seminar, El­
coro went from basic facts, 
listing 1849 as the beginning 
of psychology as a discipline, 
and more applied concepts, 
such as whether reading re­
views of movies before or af­
ter seeing them affects view­
It's a fun way for others to 
learn new cultures," Gonza­
lez said. 
Melody Rodriguez, HOLA's 
program director, started the 
"LuncTa and 'Learn" meetings 
back in 2003 "as a meeting 
place for students, to keep 
students engaged with learn­
ing, not just in the classroom, 
but also so students have an 
opportunity to meet profes­
sionals in their field." 
In the spring of 2004, 
HOLA became an official 
student organization and 
took over the program. Start­
ing with only a handful of 
students, HOLA has grown 
to over 40, with high atten­
dance at the monthly "Lunch 
and Learns" as well as at the 
multiple other events HOLA 
sponsors and hosts. 
Rodriguez emphasized 
the importance of student 
involvement on campus as 
well as in the many and vari­
ous fields they will enter af­
ter college, stating that the 
meeting's key goal was "to 
reach out to the community 
and get students connected." 
ers' opinions. She said that 
either way had its pros and 
cons, but that "movie reviews 
sometimes are a guide." 
Elcoro Illustrated her point 
about psychology's ' repre­
sentation on film by showing 
clips from movies like Alfred 
Hitchcock's "Spellbound," 
which showcases people with 
various mental conditions. 
Elcoro added that she of­
ten drives home the message 
in her psychology classes by 
showing "how psych is por­
trayed on film is useful in 
my classes. The movies that 
I show exemplify mental ill­
ness, and there are some 
pretty respectable web sites 
that show films that portray 
psychoanalysis." 
HOLA is open to all AASU 
students, said the group's 
vice president, Laura Gonza­
lez. 
"Everyone is welcome. 
We're co-sponsored by Phi 
Iota Alpha, so it's open to 
everyone on campus. Part of 
what we try to do is inform 
AASU of activities we have in 
Latin Club and our cultures. 
Photo by Faythe Medzie 
AASU watches as new presidency begins 
By Luke Farmer 
News Editor 
news.inkwell@gmail.com 
At approximately 12:05 
p.m. on Jan. 20, Barack 
Obama became the nation's 
44th president In a room 
off the .cafeteria and at the 
Compass Point Clubhouse, 
students, staff and faculty 
watched the inauguration 
live on TV. 
SGA President Somi Ben-
son-Jaja watched the inau­
guration at the clubhouse 
with what he described as 
between 30 and 40 students. 
"I think inaugurations in 
general are an important 
time in the country's history, 
but this one was enhanced 
by having an African-Amer­
ican becoming president for 
the first time. It's evident by 
the amount of people who 
showed up in Washington, 
D.C., how important and 
significant the occasion was, 
and it translates here at Arm-
Photos by Brad Curran 
ABOVE: AASU students gather for the first 
"Lunch and Learn" of the spring semester. 
LEFT: HOLA's vice president, Laura 
Gonzalez, said what HOLA tries to do 
"is inform AASU .of activities we have in 
Latin Club and our cultures." 
^ " Photo by Luke Farmer 
Students, faculty and staff gather to watch the inauguration at noon on Tuesday, Jan. 20. 
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Calendar of Events 
Jan. 23: Faculty Lecture Series "The TV Diet: Toxic 
Food Choices Endorsed on TV" 12:10 p.m. UH 156 
Jan. 23: The dining hall will be closed from 1:45 p.m. 
to 3 p.m. 
Jan. 28: HOLA club cookout 12 p.m. Shearouse Plaza 
The Inkwell Week of January 22,2009 
Campus Life 
Voices on Campus 
Quality of education and services 
among officials' top concerns 
Statewide budget cuts were reason behind $75 student fee 
By Joseph Prouse 
Staff Reporter 
Armstrong Atlantic State 
University (AASU) admin­
istration officials said that 
their priorities would be to 
prevent budget cuts imposed 
statewide by the Board of Re­
gents (BoR) from affecting 
classes and student services. 
Ellen Whitford, vice presi­
dent of academic affairs and 
dean of faculty, said that 
when budget cuts occur, fac­
ulty ensures that "the quality 
of education that our students 
receive is the same, and they 
are in a safe environment." 
What the budget cuts do 
affect, however, is spending. 
Chancellor Erroll B. Davis 
announced last July*that the 
schools should expect and 
plan for budget cuts as high 
as 10 percent. As a result, 
spending has been curbed, 
and AASU has cut its operat­
ing budget by five percent. 
David Carson, vice presi­
dent for business and fi­
nance, said that AASU has 
refrained from spending 
money on computers, equip­
ment and new vehicles un­
less it is absolutely necessary 
since the university is unsure 
how much the final budget 
will be. 
They are also under a state 
mandate limiting travel. 
After the state legislature 
finishes its session at the 
end of March, the BoR will 
be notified and will in turn 
tell AASU how much can be 
spent. 
"Until the legislators fin­
ish, we could have a larger 
budget cut later on during 
the year, and that would be 
retroactive until July l. So we 
have to remain cautious until 
that point," Carson said. 
The BoR passed a recent 
statewide mandate of a one­
time $75 student fee for 
spring 2009 to help offset 
the cuts. 
Additionally, in Janu­
ary, some employees were 
charged as much as five per­
cent more for health care, de­
pending on the coverage. 
In his state of the system 
on Jan, 13, Davis said that 
a total of $182 million has 
been cut from the university 
system's budget, which is the 
reason he has asked the 35 
university presidents to re­
duce their budgets by eight 
percent. 
Crime Blotter 
Thefts continue on campus 
Compiled by Stuart Grosse 
Staff Reporter 
Police responded at 4 a.m. 
to a criminal trespass com­
plaint at a Compass Point 
apartment on Jan. 9. Lee 
Arthur Scott had reportedly 
been seen on campus after 
having been banned from 
campus by Sgt. Salvador 
Ortega on Dec. 8, 2008. A 
search of the apartment did 
not reveal Scott; however, it 
did turn up clothing allegedly 
belonging to him. Scott has a 
key to the apartment and has 
allegedly been living there 
despite being banned from 
campus. Lee Arthur Scott is a 
black male, 6 feet tall, weigh­
ing 180 lbs with black hair 
and brown eyes. 
Police received a call on 
Jan. 9 at 10:50 p.m. from a 
Compass Point apartment 
regarding a man that would 
not leave the complainant's 
apartment. When police ar­
rived, they found Asgeir 
Gudmundsson outside the 
apartment. Residents in­
formed police that they had 
physically removed him from 
the apartment. Gudmunds­
son was told to leave and not 
return to the apartment. 
On Jan. 10, an officer 
stopped to help a student 
change a flat tire. The officer 
noticed that the tire's dust 
cover had been loosened, and 
that the valve stem had been 
removed from the tire. The 
vandalism allegedly occurred 
after the victim argued with 
two other women. 
Police were called to a Uni­
versity Crossings apartment 
on Jan. 14 for a complaint 
of a peeping torn. A witness 
reported a man looking into 
the window of the apartment 
while holding a camera. The 
witness informed the resident 
of the apartment and called 
the police. The peeping torn 
is described as a black male 
of medium build with short 
black hair and brown eyes. 
He was wearing dark jeans 
and a gray long-sleeve shirt. 
On Jan. 15, a car was bro­
ken into on University Drive 
between 12:55 p.m. and 4:40 
p.m. A victim reported an 
HP Pavilion laptop from the 
vehicle. Police are investigat­
ing. 
Three cars were broken into 
in the Baptist Campus Minis­
tries parking lot between 7:10 
p.m. and 7:40 p.m on Jan. 15. 
Three purses, a designer wal­
let, debit cards and jewelry 
were reported stolen. Police 
are investigating. 
Also on Jan. 15, Gary Taylor 
Owenby was pulled over for 
failing to stop at a stop sign, 
at 10 p.m. He was arrested 
for a probation violation and 
bond was set at $650. 
We are one 
The campus that plays together... 
Reported by Carmen Singleton 
Staff reporter 
Before entering college many students are told to get involved in order to get as much 
as they can from the college experience. Every two months, Armstrong s Campus Union 
Board (CUB) provides a Student Activities Calendar for students to be informed about 
events like spoken word artists, basketball games and open-mic nights, all taking place 
on campus. 
Students were asked, "Do yoi.1 enjoy going to university-sponsored activities? What 
kinds and why?" 
"Yes, Hike the comedy shows 
and the haunted house. If! have 
time, I will go to whatever it is 
because it's pretty fun." 
-OeannaDriessen, junior, 
nursing 
"No, because I am really busy 
outside of school and I don't have 
time." 
- Ad am Groves, j unior, 
engineering studies 
"Yes, I enjoyed watching rugby 
and I also loved the haunted 
house because they were fun 
and you get to hang out with 
friends." 
-Anna Kay Jewell, freshman, 
early childhood education 
"Yes, I went to the AASU Day 
which was pretty fun because 
of the booths you could go to, 
but I don't get to go to many 
things because I work." 
- April Lawson, junior, 
early childhood education 
, "Yes, I liked when they had the 
comedian and the mixed signals. 
It's a good way to get out and 
meet people and also support your 
school." 
- Gabrielle Burkett, freshman, 
undeclared 
"Yes, most of the time I like 
going to the activities. I like the 
activities that have a structured 
planned activity such as a movie 
or a Frisbee game because it 
helps people get together and 
hangout." 
- Michael Wostbrock, freshman, 
electrical engineering 
Six by Six 
One order of student activities, please! 
While there are a wide range of things to do on campus, there's always room for im­
provement and everyone knows what they'd like to see, or see more of. Students were 
asked, "What student activities do you want to see more of?" and to voice their opinions 
in six words. 
An AASU student's experience at the inauguration 
of President Barack Hussein Obama 
"Movie nights, concerts, 
cultural events, bonfires." 
- Bryan Tobar, freshman 
"Meet and greet kind of 
things." 
-Nicole Haynes, freshman, 
chemistry 
"I would like more social 
events." 
- Simone Newsome, freshman, 
physical therapy 
"More formal dances for 
every student." 
- Samantha Browning, fresh­
man, psychology 
"We should have more com­
edy shows." 
- Neajia Armstrong, sophomore, 
economics 




By Brittany Doctor 
Staff Reporter 
While I was cramped in 
the back seat of a Toyota 
Rav4 begging for my mom 
and stepdad to turn the 
heat up in Charlotte, N.C., 
then-President-elect Barack 
Obama, Vice president-elect 
Joe Biden and their families 
were traveling in a luxuri­
ous Amtrak train, probably 
discussing current events 
or playing joyfully with the 
children near Baltimore, Md. 
It'? amazing when I think 
about the fact that we were 
all headed to the same place 
for the same purpose—the 
inauguration ceremony and 
festivities of the 44th Presi­
dent of the United States. 
For my family and me, this 
trip was a broadly planned 
honeymoon and a chance to 
get out of Savannah's confus­
ing weather changes. For the 
Obama family, it was a his­
tory-making endeavor that 
would forever change the 
lives of Barack, Michelle and 
their bright-eyed daughters, 
Sasha and Malia. 
For everyone involved it 
was being part of an unprec­
edented occurrence in Amer­
ican history—the election 
and inauguration of the first 
African-American POTUS. 
I, like other Obama sup­
porters on to the road to 
Washington, D.C., knew the 
importance of the next few 
days. I had both digital cam­
eras ready and eight batteries 
for backup. 
Sunday, Jan. 18 was the 
day of the Inaugural Wel­
come Concert, which was at­
tended by Obama, Biden and 
their families, as well as the 
28 artists and actors on the 
roster to perform, or recite 
speeches. 
Actors Jaime Foxx, George 
Lopez, Steve Carell, Ashley 
Judd and Samuel Jackson 
all read passages about hope, 
courage and the American 
spirit, while Stevie Wonder, 
Herbie Hancock, Usher, U2, 
Shakira, Garth Brooks and 
others sang songs of brother­
ly love and unity at the event 
that aired live on HBO. 
After remarks by Biden 
and Obama, singer Beyonce 
closed the concert with a ren­
dition of "America the Beau­
tiful." 
The crowd at the concert 
reached around 50,000 in a 
matter of minutes. Twenty 
HD screens gave the people 
packed throughout the Na­
tional Mall announcements 
of presenters and perform­
ers. Two bald eagles w,ere 
"released," only to swing 
around their carriers' arms 
and return. 
Monday saw even larger 
crowds on Martin Luther 
King Day that Obama called 
for a "National Day of Ser­
vice." 
The inauguration of the 
leader of the free world went 
smoothly (excluding a couple 
We encourage readers to e-mail us with their six-word suggestions for next week's topic: 
What do you like to do on social networking sites? 
E-mail submissions to campuslife.inkwell@gmail.com. Be sure to include your name, year in school and major. 
Please limit yourseff to one submission per topic. 
flubs by Obama and Chief 
Justice John Roberts on a 
few lines of the presidential 
oath). It was the freezing 
twenty-something degree 
weather and a vicious wind-
chill that worried me, with 
Obama not even wearing a 
hat and Michelle in a beauti­
ful greenish-yellowish knee-
length dress. 
The ceremony met a crowd 
of at least two million, many 
of whom camped out the 
night before to avoid blocked 
streets and very heavy traffic. 
It was followed by the tradi­
tional parade down Pennsyl­
vania Avenue and through­
out the National Mall. 
Throughout these three 
days the resounding mantra 
was "We Are One." 
It played on the screens at 
the concert. It was repeated 
by Obama and Biden in their 
speeches. It was illustrated 
by the thousands and mil­
lions that sang and danced 
and chanted "Obama!" in 
unison. 
It was part of the fact that 
Obama's campaign owed 
a portion of success to the 
hard work of volunteers" and 
the small donations of those 
that believed in the change 
that Obama offered. Presi­
dent Obama represents 
large change from the pa 
eight years, and hopefully 1 
will live up to the high expe 
tations everyone now has 
him. 
Were you at the inauguration? If 
you weren't, did you do anything 
special for the occasion? If so, The 
Inkwell would love to have your 
account of the event; e-mail 
your thou ghts and ex periences 
to news.inkwell@gmail.com. 
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EDITORIALS 
& OPINIONS 
The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must be signed. E-mail 
your submission to inkwell@armstrong.edu. 
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper. 
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling. 
The American public is 
enamored with the allure of 
a good story, but labeling of 
the story matters as well. 
Truth is important to the 
American people. That state­
ment seems obvious as it is 
the basis of a democracy. It is 
why when you walk through 
the bookstore, there is a sec­
tion for magazines and then 
newspapers, and why fiction 
and non-fiction are divided. 
Who can forget the best-
selling book, "A Million Lit­
tle Pieces," the outrageous 
memoir by James Frey? It 
was published in 2006 and 
scrutinized by TheSmoking-
Gun.com over unsubstanti­
ated accounts of Frey's self-
destructive, bad-boy antics. 
The fiasco caused talk-show 
host Oprah Winfrey public 
embarrassment, putting her 
book club (hailed at one time 
to be the resurgence of the 
dying publishing industry) to 
shame. 
"Love and Consequences," 
by Margaret B. Jones, pub­
lished in late April 2008, told 
the fabricated story of Jones' 
childhood as a drug runner 
for the infamous Bloods. An­
other faked novel, "Misha: 
Why 
A countdown to the best Joker of all time 
By Brad Curran 
Staff Reporter "Batman" in 1989. Playing 
a gangster imaginatively 
A superhero is only as named Jack, he is a cocky 
strong as his supervillain. Mafioso who falls into a vat 
He represents everything of chemicals and takes on 
the hero opposes, and the his new clown appearance, 
hero must always be there to Nicholson (whom Batman 
stand in his way. Superman creator Bob Kane personally 
has Lex Luthor, Spider-Man recommended for the role) 
has the Green Goblin and the described his version of the 
X-Men have Magneto. Bat- Joker as "a psychotic version 
man himself has one of the of Bugs Bunny," and indeed, 
best rogues galleries in all of he does Bugs proud when he 
comics, yet none of his en- shoots down the Bat-Wing 
emies have given him a more with a ridiculously oversized 
epic battle than the Joker, revolver. Nicholson can't not 
the Clown Prince of Crime, make a character work, and 
Unique among supervillains, he had the Joker's cackle 
the Joker's real identity and down cold. His version is, in 
motivations have always essence, half Tony Montana, 
been left in the dark. He has half Krusty the .Clown, 
also been featured in many of In Batman's animated ad-
the Batman films and televi- ventures of the early '90s, 
sion adaptations. The Joker was voiced by 
The Joker's first appear- "Star Wars" lead (and life-
ance in a live-action format long comic book fan) Mark 
was during the 1960's tele- Hamill. Hamill had previ-
vision series and the movie ously portrayed the Trickster 
it spawned, in which Cesar in the live-action series, "The 
Romero portrayed him. The Flash," and would later voice 
campy nature of the series other comic book villains, 
basically meant that Romero such as the Hobgoblin in the 
was playing "The Practical- Spider-Man animated series. 
Joker." After all, his most Hamill would also reprise 
devious scheme was trans- his role in "Superman: The 
forming Gotham City's water Animated Series," "The New 
supply into jelly. Romero's Batman/Superman Adven-
steadfast refusal to shave his tures," "The Justice League 
trademark mustache meant Animated Series" and "Bat-
that the Joker makeup was man: Mask of the Phantasm." 
painted over it. Romero's in- Hamill's version of the Joker 
terpretation of the character was about as dark and creepy 
may have been in keeping as would probably have been 
with the series' campiness, allowed in an animated tele-
but it was ultimately an outli- vision show, but Hamill was 
er in the franchise. However, more true to the Joker than 
even the most hardcore Bat- any of his predecessors had 
man fans still get a kick out been and was a major con-
the series; I just look at it as tributing factor to the show's 
more of a parody of superhe- popularity, 
roics. ' The most recent Joker, 
Jack Nicholson became the the late Heath Ledger, is not 
next Joker in Tim Burton's only the definitive version of 
A Memoire of the Holocaust 
Years," by Misha Defonseca 
touched on one of the few 
topics that is still especially 
sensitive: the Holocaust. 
But it wasn't until the 
latest novel, "Angel at the 
Fence," by Herman Rosen-
blat (also on Oprah's Book 
Club list) that it became ob­
vious how pervasive the ly­
ing had become. Rosenblat's 
book, originally due for re­
lease this February, sent up 
red flags to scholars of the 
Holocaust era, particularly 
those who noticed the impos­
sibilities of a subcamp in the 
Buchenwald concentration 
camp layout that Rosenblat 
claimed allowed him to meet 
his crush at the fence of the 
camp where she threw apples 
to him. 
In most of these cases, the 
result has been that the au­
thors themselves have drawn 
public ire and had their pub­
lishing companies revoke in­
creased print runs of the au­
thors' future works. (Frey's 
"Pieces" new edition came 
out with a new listing under 
fiction and a disclaimer that 
anyone who had bought it 
previously as a memoir could 
get a refund, and a movie 
based on Rosenblat's book 
has changed its market­
ing). This has made it dif­
ficult for accused authors to 
publish future books. 
So what do all of these 
books have in common? Only 
two were endorsed by Oprah's 
Book Club, which has been 
said to be the Holy Grail for 
authors struggling to make 
a name. But for the public, 
trust in the publishing indus­
try languished. Not only did 
Oprah's credibility take a hit, 
but more importantly, pub­
lishers everywhere lost cred­
ibility. But something greater 
happened: the public's ability 
to make decisions about what 
information they are getting 
has been damaged. 
It would seem that public 
ire toward faked memoirs 
has died down since "A Mil­
lion Little Pieces"—as with 
anything the repetition of 
an act makes it less surpris­
ing subsequently—but that 
doesn't make it acceptable. 
Yet, even when exposed 
for the fiction they are, none 
of these books' credibility as 
significant literary works has 
diminished. Only their con­
text changes. 
In the case of James Frey, 
is the book any less compel­
ling because it is untrue? No. 
There are those who will 
make the argument that a 
memoir is essentially the 
half-remembered account 
of one's life (as scientists 
continue to debate the va­
lidity of memory). And to 
be sure, Frey's story is one 
man's account of his ex­
periences with substance 
abuse. 
However, if the story 
is about the Holocaust, 
and most people reading 
the book were not alive 
to experience the horror 
and the hope, then we 
turn to categorization of 
the book to decide how 
much further we want to 
read. Fiction is to stay at a 
safe distance to learn. And 
sometimes truth is too grue­
some for the average reader. 
However, it is our connec­
tion to the past, whether true 
or not. And all we ask, is that 
the writer (and the publish­
ing company) tell us upfront 
which version we are getting. 
so serious? 
MCT 
:he character, but he is also 
jasily the best supervillain 
:o appear on screen since 
lerrence Stamp demanded 
:hat Christopher Reeves 
'kneel before Zod" in "Su­
perman II." A quote from a 
recent issue of the Batman 
mini-series, "Batman Ca­
cophony," sums up Ledger's 
interpretation of the Joker: 
'Imagine trying to solve the 
world's most difficult math 
equation while you're sur­
rounded by six television 
sets that sit five inches from 
your face, each one tuned to 
a different station, each one 
rapidly switching channels, 
and each one with the vol­
ume at full blast. This is what 
it feels like to be the Joker." 
This guy is just downright 
terrifying. The appearance of 
the Joker makeup, carelessly 
smeared all over his face like 
a mime on cocaine; the scars 
on either side of his mouth, 
clumsily resembling a smile; 
the fiendish "Magic Trick" he 
performs with a pencil; the 
speech he gives about the les­
sons he is trying to teach "the 
schemers" of the world; Led­
ger gets everything about the 
Joker 150 percent right from 
start to finish, and if ever 
there were a worthy candi­
date for a posthumous Oscar, 
it's him. Ledger clearly un­
derstood from the onset that 
the Joker is beyond insane, 
someone to whom plummet­
ing to certain death from a 
skyscraper (before being res­
cued by Batman, of course) 
seems hilarious. If "The Dark 
Knight," which has been 
re-released into theaters, is 
the new benchmark for su­
perhero movies, then Heath 
Ledger's version of the Joker 
is the new benchmark for su­
pervillains. 
As far as the Joker is con­
cerned, the question now 
isn't, "Is Heath Ledger the 
best Joker?" but rather, "Who 
could possibly step into his 
shoes now?" After all, the 
Joker himself comments that 
he believes that he and Bat­
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SPORTS 
Calendar of Events 
Jan. 22: Women's basketball at Columbus State 5:30 p.m. 
Men's basketball at Columbus State 7:30 p.m. 
Jan. 24: Women's basketball at Lander 2 p.m. 
Men's basketball at Lander 4 p.m. 
Jan. 28: Women's basketball vs. Clayton State 5:30 p.m. 
Men's basketball vs. Clayton State 7:30 p.m. 
Pirates pull away down 
the stretch for PBC win 
Tolbert hits a clutch 3-pointer; NGCSU fades late 
By Luke Armstrong 
Sports Editor 
sports.inkwell@gmail.com 
SAVANNAH - Fatigue 
from the opposition and a 
surge from the Pirates' bench 
helped Armstrong Atlan­
tic State University (AASU) 
overtake the North Georgia 
College and State University 
Saints (NGCSU) late, 78-58, 
on Jan.19. 
Even though the first half 
made this game look as 
though it was going to be a 
knock down drag out fight, 
AASU pulled away midway 
through the second half. 
NGCSU scored first, but 
AASU w as quick to respond 
with an 8-0 run. Unlike some 
of other teams the Pirates 
have played, the Saints re­
sponded with a 5-point run 
to bring the game to 8-7. 
The game then turned into 
a back and forth battle, and 
tempers flared up a few times 
between the two Peach Belt 
Conference (PBC) teams. 
The referees didn't help get 
the two teams under control 
either, as the game got about 
as physical as a playoff game 
in hockey. 
The first half came to an 
end with a steal by Calvin 
Wilson that led to an easy 
breakaway 2-pointer for a 
29-27 AASU lead. During the 
first half, the game tied seven 
times and there were seven 
different lead changes. 
The second half began with 
more of the same. Good free 
throw shooting helped the 
Pirates keep a narrow lead 
during much of the early go­
ing. 
NGCSU was able to take 
the lead only twice in the 
second half. Their last short­
lived effort was quashed by 
a key 3-pointer from Dwight 
Tolbert that gave the Pirates 
a lead they didn't surrender 
after going up 43-41. 
That 3-pointer provided 
AASU with the spark it need­
ed to slowly and methodi­
cally pull away. It also helped 
that the Saints began to show 
signs of fatigue due to com­
ing off a double overtime 
game played only two days 
earlier. 
Tolbert came off the bench 
and gave a much-needed 
boost to the offense for 
AASU. He led the team in 
two categories, scoring 21 
points and grabbing nine re­
bounds. Tolbert also had two 
assists, a block, and a steal in 
the game. 
When the junior guard 
came out in the final minute 
of the game with the rest of 
the lineup at the time, they 
were met with a standing ova­
tion from the home crowd. 
In post game comments, 
AASU head coach Jeff 
Burkhamer made it clear he 
was happy with the play from 
his bench, Tolbert's in par­
ticular. 
"When the lineup went 
small in the second and Tol­
bert was moved down to the 
four spot, it was obvious that 
they had trouble with the 
match-up," Burkhamer said. 
Weekly Sports 
Trivia Quiz 
MeClatchy-Tribune News Service 
(MCT) 
QUESTIONS: 
1.) Where did Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback Ben 
Roethlisberger attend college? 
2.) In what years did Arizona Cardinals quarterback 
Kurt Warner win NFL MVP awards? 
3.) In what discipline did Baltimore Ravens All-Pro 
linebacker Ray Lewis earn his college degree? 
4.) Tennessee Titans head coach Jeff Fisher played 
safety for the University of Southern California 
in 1980 with three other starters in the Trojans' 
defensive backfield who became NFL stars. Name 
the other three defensive backs who became Pro 
Bowl players. 
| 5.) Which Philadelphia Eagles wide receiver is engaged 
to Kendra Wilkinson, star of the hit cable television 
show "The Girls Next Door" and former girlfriend 
of "Playboy" magazine founder Hugh Hefner? 
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DID YOU KNOW? 
Photo courtesy of Sports Communications 
Gabriel Robinson leads starters with 15 points against NGCSU at 
Alumni Arena on Monday, Jan. 19. 
In the end, what was a close 
game turned into a 20-point 
blowout as the Pirates move 
up to 12-2 overall and 5-2 
in the PBC. The Saints loss 
leaves them at 8-6 overall 
and 2-6 in the conference. 
Sari Diego Chargers running back Darren Sproles, who gained 328 
all-purpose yards during an overtime victory against the Indianapolis 
Colts on Jan. 3, is listed at only 5 feet 6 inches. Just for comparison's 
sake, actress Sharon Stone is 5 feet 8 inches, supermodel-actress Cindy 
Crawford is 5 feet 9 inches and supermodel-actress Carol Alt is 5 feet 
10 inches. 
Carolina Panthers kicker Rhys Lloyd is from Dover, England. His 
nickname: "Winston Churchill," in reference to the former prime 
minister of Great Britain during World War II. Lloyd led the NFL with 30 
touchbacks during the 2008 regular season. 
Group exercise classes add to students' fitness options 
Extreme Challenge registration closes on Friday, Jan. 23 
By Daniel Callaway 
Copy Editor 
copy.inkwell@gmail.com 
The Extreme Challenge, 
created to spur students to 
accumulate new exercise ex­
periences, will push students 
to try a wide variety of fitness 
options, and it is just one of 
many ways for students to 
get active and stay healthy by 
exercising on campus. 
Megan Feasel, assistant 
director for fitness and well­
ness since July 2008, devel­
oped and organized the pro­
gram. 
"Really it's just a motiva­
tional start for people who 
might have a hard time just 
kind of sticking to a program. 
Rather than just coming into 
the gym... and maybe just do­
ing the same type of elliptical 
work or treadmill work, they 
can change up their workout 
routine and attend a group 
exercise class," Feasel said. 
Approximately 450 stu­
dents and faculty enter the 
Student Recreation Center 
on a daily basis, but not all 
students make it in as "often 
as they would like. 
Freshman chemistry major 
Taja Scott intends to work 
out at the center, but said she 
has not had the time. 
"I want to, though. I pay for 
it," she said with a laugh. 
Feasel said that availability 
for students is a focal point 
when arranging the program­
ming schedule. 
"Most of the time later 
classes work best for them or 
the lunchtime classes," Fea­
sel said. 
The Extreme Challenge 
is designed to encourage 
people to try as many group 
classes as they can. Students 
are assigned a punch card 
kept in the group exercise 
room, and each time they 
attend one of the free class­
es offered throughout the 
week - 29 different sessions 
are available from Monday 
through Friday - the card is 
punched. 
Students accumulating 30 
punches during the semester 
will receive an AASU duffel 
bag as a prize. 
Allen Preveaux, a third-
year Spanish major, had not 
heard of the Extreme Chal­
lenge, but said he used the 
center and the intramural 
fields regularly. 
He is not a fan of group 
exercise classes; he prefers 
sports-based activities to 
keep fit and mentioned he 
was a member of the soccer 
club. 
"I've just never really been 
into aerobics much ... more 
of like, competitive training 
and stuff like that," he said. 
He generally approved of 
his fitness and recreation op­
tions at the center. 
"Really good, I like 'em a lot 
better than when we had the 
old gym, and it was more ... 
like a handful of equipment, 
and you didn't really have ac­
cess to all of that stuff," Pre­
veaux said. 
Shana Shaffer, an unde­
cided sophomore, is already 
involved with the fitness and 
wellness programs. She had 
heard of the Extreme Chal­
lenge, but felt she was al­
ready doing enough - she's 
participating in the Biggest 
Loser program, also going on 
in the center this semester -
and did not want to overload 
her body. 
Shaffer is enrolled in "Fit­
ness Based Yoga" as a class 
for school — som e are open 
for university credit as well 
as for the general student 
population— but has stayed 
tuned in to the full slate of 
programs and classes by Tea­
sel's many e-mail announce­
ments. 
She described herself as 
athletic in high school - play­
ing softball and basketball 
- and has kept exercising in 
college. 
"It's 'cause I want to look 
good for the summer," Shaf­
fer said. 
Classes available include 
everything from step aerobics 
to the half hour "Just Abs" to 
the fitness-chic Zumba - a 
cardio session based on a 
blend of latin music, dance 
and aerobic exercise. 
"I haven't tried it yet, but I 
want to," Shaffer said. 
Scott said kickboxing 
would be an option that could 
motivate her to get more in­
volved. 
Shaffer agreed that it would 
be a fun option. 
For the similarly inclined, 
kickboxing is on the spring 
schedule from 5:30 p.m. to 
6:30 p.m. on Monday and 
Wednesday evenings. 
All classes are scheduled for 
an hour with the exception of 
"Just Abs." For a complete 
schedule of group exercise 
classes, visit http://imrec. 
armstrong.edu/group_exer-
cise.html and click the Group 
Exercise Handbill link. For 
more information about the 
Student Recreation Center, 
Photo by Daniel Callaway 
Radiology major and senior Darshil Patel watches and waits as sophomore pre-business major Yash 
Desai mans up on sophomore pre-business major Mehul Patel. Mehul Patel said he often stops by the 
Student Recreation Center in the evenings to join in pick-up games. 
Photo by Daniel Callaway 
Yoga group exercise instructor Amanda Westerfield leads the afternoon class through a range of tra­
ditional yoga poses on Tuesday, Jan. 20. Westerfield's class is one of the many group exercise classes 
eligible under the Extreme Challenge. 
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Shooting woes cause second 
straight loss for Lady Pirates 
AASU fails to score at least 50 in consecutive 
games for first time in 18 years 
By Andrew Manning 
Staff Reporter 
SAVANNAH-Armstrong 
Atlantic State University 
(AASU) women's basketball 
team lost a heartbreaking 
bout against the North Geor­
gia College and State Uni­
versity Saints (NGCSU) on 
Monday, Jan. 19.' 
AASU beat the same team 
only 14 days ago at the Saints' 
home in Dahlonega. 
The Lady Pirates suffered 
their second straight Peach 
Belt Conference (PBC) loss 
largely due to shooting 22.4 
percent from the field. They 
also shot only 11.8 percent 
from behind the 3-point line 
in the 62-46 loss. 
AASU's shooting percent­
age was up from the 18.8 
percent they put up from the 
field in their first conference 
loss to the Georgia College 
and State University Bobcats 
on Jan. 14. 
This was also AASU's sec­
ond garqe in a row where 
they were unable to score at 
least 50 points. The Lady Pi­
rates managed to only score 
46 and 45 respectively in 
their last two games. 
The last time an AASU 
women's basketball team 
failed to crack 50 points in 
consecutive games was 18 
years ago, when the women's 
team only put up 43 points in 
two straight games Jan. 10 
and 12 in 1991. 
The Lady Pirates played 
Photo courtesy of Sports Communications 
Kelly Versluis sets a career record with 15 rebounds at the Jan. 
19 game against NGCSU. 
good defense and had decent 
shot opportunities; however, 
their shots just weren't fall­
ing. 
Portia Jones' 11 points and 
Dartayvia Thomas' 10 points 
led scoring for AASU, and 
both were perfect from the 
free throw line. 
The 62-46 loss put the 
Lady Pirates at 10-4 overall 
with a 5-2 record in the PBC, 
placing them in a three-
way-tie for second in the 
conference. NGCSU's win 
helps them improve to 
5-10 overall and 2-6 in the 
PBC. 
The Lady Pirates will 
have the chance to. stop 
their skid when they play 
at PBC rival Columbus 




as of Jan. 20 
Conference Overall 
USC Aiken 6-1 11-3 
Augusta State 6-2 12-3 
Armstrong Atlantic State 5-2 12-2 
GCSU 5-2 11-2 
Lander 4-3 8-5 
Francis Marion 3-3 10-3 
Ga. Southwestern 3-5 • 7-8 
Clayton State 2-5 9-5 
Columbus State 2-5 4-9 
North Georgia 2-6 8-6 
UNC Pembroke 2-6 5-10 
Women's Basketball 
Conference Overall 
Francis Marion .5-1 11-1 
Clayton State 5-2 11-3 
USC Aiken 5-2 13-4 
Armstrong Atlantic State 5-2 • 10-4 
Columbus State 4-3 11-6 
GCSU 4-3 9-5 
Lander 4-3 9-5 
UNC Pembroke 4-4 8-7 
North Georgia 2-6 5-10 
Augusta State 2-6 4-11 
Ga. Southwestern 0-8 5-10 
Spring Sports Countdowns 
Countdown to Pirates baseball: 1  days 
Season opener on Feb. 1 vs. Mount Olive at 
11a.m. 
Countdown to Pirates softball:16 days 
Season opener on Feb. 6 vs. Anderson (S.C.) 
at 11 a.m. 
Georgia Southwestern Invitational in 
Americus, Ga. 
Countdown to Pirates spring 
teb.2-3 Outback Steakhouse Intercollegiate 
at Panama City, Fla. 
Countdown to Lady Pirates spring 
golf: 17 days 
Feb. 7-8 Kiawah Island Women's Golf 
Intercollegiate 
Countdown to Pirates spring 
tennis: 15 days 
Feb. 5 at Flagler 1:00 p.m. (Men's and , 
Women's) 
Week of January 22,2009 
Basketball preview: 
Clayton State Lakers 
Next home slate features PBC rival 
By Luke Armstrong 
Sports Editor 
sports.inkwell@gmail.com 
Clayton State University 
visits the Alumni Arena to 
face the Pirates and Lady Pi­
rates on Wednesday night, 
Jan. 28. 
I 
Women's (5:30 tip-off) 
The Lady Pirates will face 
CSU in the early game on 
Jan. 28. 
The teams are currently 
in a tight race with several 
schools atop the Peach Belt 
Conference standings. 
Armstrong Atlantic State 
University's (AASU) succes­
sive crushing defeats at the 
hands of Georgia College and 
State University on Jan. 14 
and North Georgia College 
and State University on Jan. 
19 are the reason they are 
tied for second in the PBC. 
Clayton State's women's 
team is an impressive 11-1 
overall and 5-0 in the PBC. 
They are currently on an 11-
game winning streak and 
have not lost a game since 
their season opener on Nov. 
15 against Barry University. 
The Lakers have a very 
balanced attack for AASU to 
defend. Their team's starters 
and two of their bench play­
ers are all averaging nearly 
10 points a game. 
Deeper bench play from 
Clayton State may be their 
weak point, but seven play­
ers capable of scoring dou­
ble digits is often plenty of 
depth. 
The Lady Pirates will need 
to play some inspired ball as 
both teams are trying not to 
go on a three game skid. 
Men's (7:30 tip-off) 
The Lakers are currently 
9*5 overall but only 2-5 in 
the Peach Belt Conference, 
placing them in eighth in the 
conference. 
The team had a promising 
start to the season winning 
their first nine games; how­
ever, they are currently on a 
5-game losing streak. 
At one point in the season 
Clayton State was ranked as 
high as 16th in Division II 
men's basketball. They were 
one of three teams in the PBC 
that were in the top 25; the 
other two were USC Aiken 
and Columbus State. 
In order to beat the Lakers 
the Pirates team will have to 
contain Clayton State's start­
ing senior guards Bernard 
Field and Freddie Williams. 
They are the leading scor­
ers for their team averaging 
double-digit points at 15.6 
and 14.5 points per game re­
spectively. 
It looks to be an exciting 
match-up as AASU hopes to 
keep winning and advance 
in the tqp 25 while Clayton 
State is just hoping get off the 
shnide. 
Poor shooting dooms Lady Pirates 
in 74-45 loss to GCSU 
Courtesy of Sports 
Communications 
SAVANNAH - Georgia 
College & State University 
(GCSU) scored the first 13 
points of the second half, 
snapping a 28-all halftime 
tie and cruising to a 74-45 
Peach Belt Conference (PBC) 
women's basketball victory 
over host Armstrong Atlantic 
State University (A/iSU) on 
Jan. 14 at Alumni Arena. 
The Bobcats (8-4,3-2 PBC) 
ended up outscoring the 
Lady Pirates (10-3, 5-1 PBC), 
46-17, after intermission, 
holding AASU to just 5-of-3i 
shooting from the floor in the 
second half and just i2-of-64 
for the game. 
Dominique Huffin and 
Mandi Dudish led a bal­
anced scoring attack for the 
Bobcats, collecting 12 points 
apiece. Antoinette Reames, 
Shandrea Moore and Danie-
la Nopuente each added nine 
points apiece for GCSU. 
Junior Portia Jones, mak­
ing her second start of the 
year and her first for the in­
jured Lacey Willis, led the 
Pirates and hit all three of 
AASU's 3-pointers en route 
to 14 points. Dartayvia 
Thomas added 13 points and 
a career-high 14 rebounds for 
the Lady Pirates, while Kelly 
Verluis chipped in 12 points. 
The 18.8 percent shooting 
performance was the first 
time that the Lady Pirates 
have hit below 20 percent 
from the floor in a game this . 
decade. The previous low this 
decade came at Shaw on Dec. 
17, 2002, when AASU hit just 
20.3 percent in a 64-43 loss. 
Hard-fought win 
Pirates make a late game comeback 
By Luke Armstrong 
Sports Editor 
sports. inkwell@gmail. com 
SAVANNAH - It took the 
entire game before Arm­
strong Atlantic State Uni­
versity (AASU) mounted the 
come-from-behind win over 
the Georgia College and State 
University (GCSU) Bobcats 
in the waning minutes of the 
second half. 
GCSU gave everything that 
they had and then some, but 
AASU prevailed in a gritty 
hard-nosed battle between 
two Peach Belt Conference 
(PBC) rivals 68-63. 
The Pirates entered the 
game coming off a last-sec­
ond loss at Augusta State; it 
looked as though the Pirates 
were going to suffer their 
third loss of the season - all 
in conference matchups - for 
the majority of the game. 
The stumble followed a 
6-game win streak that pro­
pelled AASU into the Divi­
sion II Top 25 for the first 
time since January of 2007. 
The Pirates made the first 
shot from the field, but once 
the game was tied at 5 points 
apiece the Bobcats went on 
an 8-0 run to push to 5-13. A 
later 11-1 run put them up 18-
31 with under two minutes on 
the clock. GCSU controlled 
the game for the majority of 
the first half. 
The beginning of the game 
featured missed opportuni­
ties and poor play from the 
Pirates. They made 9-26 (34.6 
percent) field goals, were 4-8 
(50 percent) from the free 
throw line, only scored on 
2-of-i3 attempts from the 
3-point line and gave up 14 
points off of turnovers. 
Somehow AASU still went 
into the half with a manage­
able 9-point deficit at 24-33. 
In the second half, play 
shifted to GCSU attempting 
to respond to AASU instead 
of taking charge like> they did 
in the first half. AASU made 
small runs to bring them 
close a couple of times, and 
each time GCSU pulled away 
again. 
But the Pirates kept ral­
lying late, and consecutive 
3-pointers from T.T. Hall 
and Calvin Wilson tied the 
game at 59-59 with five min­
utes remaining. 
Then with about two min­
utes remaining the Pirates 
took their first lead since the 
game's opening minute, 63-
61. 
Starting center Brian Moul­
trie was the driving force be­
hind the late game heroics, 
scoring eight of the last nine 
points for the Pirates, includ­
ing a clutch shot with two 
seconds on the shot clock 
and 14 seconds in the game 
to clinch the win. 
AASU head coach Jeff Bur-
khamer thanked his team for 
their good balance and great 
job of guarding in the second 
half. 
He said that his play­
ers "played extremely hard, 
played like [they] cared." 
Starting forward Calvin 
Wilson led all scorers for 
AASU with 16 points but is 
perhaps more notable for 
the other help he provided 
his team with nine rebounds, 
two assists, two blocks and 
four steals. 
The come-from-behind 
win improved AASU to 11-2 
overall and 4-2 in the PBC. 
It was GCSU's second loss 
of the season, bringing them 
to 9-2 overall and 3-2 in the 
conference. 
Photo courtesy of Sports 
Communications 
Brian Moultrie scored AASU's 
last eight points in the win 
against the Bobcats. 
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Check online... 
...for tech feature: 
"Buying a new computer on a budget" 
theinkwellonline.com 
Calendar of Events 
Jan. 24: The first Tybee Island Merchant's and Neighbor's Sidewalk Sale. Merchants will be 
selling merchandise at two locations on the island between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. For more 
information, visit www.cityoftybee.org, or call the Better Hometown Coordinator at (912) 
786-4573, extension 123. 
Jan. 26: CUB Open Mic Night 7:30 in MCC Daily Perk. 
24 hours come down 
4 , 
to 10 minutes on stage 
AASU and Savannah Arts Academy students write and perform plays in a day 
Plays on demand 
'10 Minute Play Festival' proves a difficult 
and rewarding endeavor for reporter 
By Luke Farmer 
News Editor 
news.inkwell@gmail.com 
On its surface, the idea of 
the "Ten Minute Play Festi­
val" seems a little daunting; at 
6 p.m. writers, directors and 
stage managers all gather to 
watch the potential actors do 
a short monologue. The ac­
tors hope to catch the eye of 
one of the directors who plan 
to cast them in the plays that 
haven't been written yet. 
Ok, so it's very daunting. 
As a playwright, I had to 
observe the 26 aspiring ac­
tors and actresses not to de­
cide whom to cast (that's the 
director's problem), but to 
be inspired. Writers are supr 
posed to come without any 
preconceived plots or stories. 
They have to think up—and 
bring to fruition—a new idea 
in the course of one night. 
Armstrong Atlantic State 
University (AASU) and Sa­
vannah Arts Academy (SAA) 
have been putting on the 
festival for the last six years. 
Andrea Verdis, chair of the 
theatre department at SAA, 
got the idea after attending a 
regional theatre conference. 
"Valdosta State University 
had done it ... and they said 
how wonderful it was and 
how enthusiastic their stu­
dents were about it that they 
wanted to do it the next week, 
too," she said. 
She had recently renewed 
her teaching certification at 
AASU and proposed the idea 
to the theatre department. 
They were happy to oblige. 
Verdis and Dr. Roger 
Miller, an associate theatre 
professor at AASU, have 
been running it ever since, 
and both stayed with the 
playwrights for 12 hours of 
brainstorming and writing 
after the actors and directors 
had gone home for a night of 
sleep. 
Of the almost 40 partici­
pants, four were AASU stu­
dents (myself and three di­
rectors), which- Miller said 
was an odd occurrence but 
may have been caused partly 
by holding the festival at SAA 
rather, than in Jenkins Hall, 
where it has been in the past. 
Never having written any­
thing even remotely resem­
bling a play, I was somewhat 
apprehensive being with a 
group of girls (I was the only 
male writer of the six) who 
went to a high school that 
specifically focused on things 
like this. 
But, as one often finds out 
when entering a completely 
foreign situation, the other 
people in it don't have any 
sort of magical understand­
ing of how to perfect every 
aspect of what's to come. We 
were all pretty much in the 
same boat: find an idea—any 
PG-13 idea—and write a play 
on it that lasted only 10 min­
utes. 
And do it now. 
I consider myself at least 
a decent writer, but I found 
I needed some initial guid­
ance. Verdis and Miller gave 
the six of us a pep talk as we 
got started, and that gave me 
hope that it could be done. 
Being insecure however, I 
immediately went to the web 
site to learn how to write a 
10-minute play (convenient­
ly named 10-minute-pIays. 
com). It was helpful in that it 
repeated exactly what Miller 
and Verdis had said, which 
was that the play was to be 
quick and to the point above 
all things. So I walked into 
the prop room in search of 
an idea. 
I stared at the walls of the 
small closet, all lined with 
boxes and shelves full of vari­
ous items. One whole bin was 
ominously labeled "Shackles" 
in big bold letters. Stand­
ing there, searching with my 
eyes for anything capable of 
sparking an idea, I began to 
worry that I wouldn't find 
one; that I would just whittle 
away the night working on 
nothing until time came and 
I was without a proper story. 
I considered leaving the 
room defeated several times. 
My luck that night was good, 
though, and I spotted a black 
rose in a pile of boxes that 
gave me my first bit of dia­
logue and my first scene. I 
quickly returned to my lap­
top. 
Many hours of typing, dis­
cussing with the other writ­
ers—each bouncing ideas off 
the others—half a pot of cof­
fee and about 12 Diet Cokes 
later, I had my story finished. 
It was around 3:30 a.m., so 
I felt pretty good that I had 
finished with time to spare, 
but writing can be like that. 
I had found an idea early and 
stuck with it, for good or ill, 
through the night. 
PLAY I P AGE 7 
and I came up with that, 
just like the little things 
... the facial exercises they 
did, and I thought that 
it would work well," she 
said. 
"An Authentic Experi­
ence," by SAA student Al-
den Procopio, a comedy 
about the two versions 
of one bad date, uses the 
inner monologues of the 
actors to describe what 
neither is willing to say 
aloud. 
The Inkwell's Luke 
Farmer wrote "Whatever 
Happened to Rome?" in 
which a married couple, 
Zachary and Cindy, talk 
about the dreams they 
gave up for steady jobs 
and a comfortable city 
life when Zachary really 
wanted to be a writer and 
Cindy has always dreamt 
of painting. 
Other plays leaned to­
ward more atypical sto­
rylines, such as "Parallel 
Universe," by Kirah Nel­
son, in which Shay Marie 
imagines a world where 
three strangers roam a 
desert in search of daffo­
dils. In "No Elevator Mu­
sic," written by SAA fresh­
man Jazmin Wright, a 
man, his ex-girlfriend and 
an unrelated toddler are 
trapped in an elevator. 
Actor Nick Fruit ("No 
Elevator Music") said of 
his experience: 
"Well, it was very in­
tense just learning a whole 
10-minute play—just like 
10 hours and stuff, so that 
was hard, but it was a lot 
of fun but filled with in­
tensity." 
"That's the first time 
I've done something on 
the stage, and that was a 
lot of fun," Fruit added. 




Arts & Entertainment Editor 
arts.inkwell@gmail.com 
Armstrong Atlantic State 
University (AASU) and Sa­
vannah Arts Academy (SAA) 
joined forces to exhibit local 
theater talent in an overnight 
writing, acting and directing 
festival. 
Six years ago, the two 
schools brainstormed the 
idea of creating the "10 Min­
ute Play," a series'of one-act 
plays put on by their students. 
Following the tradition, Dr. 
Roger Miller, an associate 
theatre professor at AASU, 
and Andrea Verdis, chair of 
the theatre depart­
ment at SAA, headed 
up 2009's installment. 
The "10 Minute Play 
Festival" began at 5:30 
p.m. Friday, Jan. 16, 
when students from 
both schools arrived 
to audition with a one-to-
two-minute monologue. The 
playwrights and directors, all 
students, watched the audi­
tions while making notes of 
the actors they would like to 
see in their play. 
From there the actors went 
home to wait and see if they 
were chosen for a part in any 
of the plays while the play­
wrights worked. While the 
future cast, directors, and 
stage managers slept on pins 
and needles, the playwrights 
furiously wrote their plays 
all night long, spending the 
night at SAA. 
Saturday, Jan. 17, at 7 a.m. 
the playwrights were re­
lieved by the directors. Once 
the plays were reviewed, the 
battle to snag the directors' 
most coveted plays began. 
The directors had to negoti­
ate which play they wanted 
and which actors they wished 
to use. Conflicting personali­
ties had a hand in making the 
situation lively. 
Brett Levine, director of 
"Flo.urescent Lighting," and 
student at SAA, attested to 
the anticipation of the audi­
tions and having to barter for 
the best assets. 
"It can get pretty intense 
in there. Everyone is fighting 
to get what they want. But 
you have to give some to get 
some. You might give up an 
actor you wanted to get your 
first choice for the play," 
Levine said. 
Once the plays were chosen 
and the actors were called, 
the countdown to the 7 p.m. 
curtain call began. Dani Con-
ti, director and AASU stu­
dent, is a three-year veteran 
of the process. 
"I think it's harder to work 
under such tight constraints 
because, as a director, your 
"Everything that the students use, from props 
and costumes, come from what we already 
have. They go into a room, pick it out, and put 
it all together themselves." 
first instinct is to want to 
change things, or add some­
thing here and there. But with 
the 10-minute rule, editing in 
the right ways is more of your 
focus," Conti said. 
Throughout the day, re­
hearsing, memorizing and 
stage blocking are all prac­
ticed repeatedly until the 
team is satisfied. Each of the 
six plays consists of two to 
five students, including the 
director. They get one 45-
minute chance during the re­
hearsal process to work with 
Terresa Kizer, SAA's techni­
cal theater teacher, to prac­
tice with lighting and actual 
blocking on the stage. 
"The students from both 
schools all work very hard 
with each other to accom­
plish the final production. 
Everything that the students 
use, from props and cos­
tumes, come from what we 
already have. They go into a 
room, pick it out, and put it 
all together themselves. They 
get the chance to be very cre­
ative. 
"It is a greait experience. 
Friends and family all come 
to watch and take part in giv­
ing these students their due 
praise," Kaizer said. 
The plays began at 7 p.m. 
Saturday, Jan. 17. 
The plays ranged 
from "Flourescent Lighting," 
written by Kristen Kelso, an 
SAA student. "Flourescent 
Lighting" is the story of sis­
ters Tuesday and Yessenia 
Wakeforth. Yessenia is look­
ing to get married to a man 
she met while on vacation, 
and all she needs is her birth 
certificate from her mother, 
from whom she is estranged. 
"We were supposed to not 
come with any preconceived 
ideas, and so I didn't," Kelso 
said. 
"And I was kind 
of walking around 
trying to find some 
inspiration, and 
the whole school 
was lighted....it 
makes you look 
kind of bad, it's, like, not how 
it seems. So I kind of wanted 
to create something like, you 
know, you think something is 
one way but it's not quite how 
it seems," she said. 
All in all, the show featured 
six 10-minute plays. 
Most of the plays were 
comedies, including "Le Cul 
Flamboyer (The Contortion­
ist)," written by Abby Levens. 
It tells the story of Madame 
Yvanka Paulo, a soothsay­
er, who is jealous of a con­
tortionist, Agnes. Agnes, 
with her companion Clau-
dio, is threatening to take 
over a circus by blackmail­
ing Madame Yvanka Paulo. 
"I just drew a lot of things 
that have been influencing 
me now. I drew a lot from 
things I had written before, 
different stories," Levens 
said. 
She described getting ideas 
in flashes. 
"I'd write them down and 
gather all of those. I wanted 
to integrate them together, 
ruuio courtesy 01 /tiiui ed veruis 
The cast of "Whatever Happened to Rome?" Clockwise from top: 
Luke Farmer, Whitney Robinson, Haley Dyar, Nick Yaquinto and 
Sage Tipton. 
Photo by Yvette Wheeler Photo by Yvette Wheeler 
TOP: Before the start of the festival, the cast, which included more 
than 30 students, posed for a group shot. 
LEFT: Zachary (Nick Yaquinto) and Cindy (Haley Dyar) discuss their 
marital problems in Luke Farmer's "Whatever Happened to Rome?" 
RIGHT: The student cast of the "10 Minute Play Festival" applaud 
their work. 
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4%c>\ie Iciicu "> 'My Bloody Valentine 3-D'' 
Everything is better in three dimensions 
By Joseph Peters 
Staff Reporter 
Let s be clear: there is 
nothing intelligent about 
"My Bloody Valentine 3-D " 
It is dumb all over, from the 
story to the acting to cheesy 
three-dimensional gimmick 
And yet, despite its idiocy -
or maybe because of it - "My 
Bloody Valentine 3-D" may 
be the most enjoyable trip to 
the movies this year. 
That may be a stretch, but 
let me explain. The story isn't 
one that will win a Golden 
Globe. Local rich kid Tom 
(Jensen Ackles) causes a 
mining accident in a rural 
Montana town that traps a 
few miners under the surface 
of the earth. The lone man to 
emerge then goes on a mur­
der spree through a hospital 
before returning to the mine, 
where he continues to spray 
blood - in three dimensions 
- until the police take him 
down. 
The story picks back up ten 
years later, as Tom returns 
to town to sell the mine and 
catch up with his long-lost 
girlfriend Sarah ("Sin City"'s 
Jaime King). Unfortunately, 
his return coincides with 
the return of a certain miner 
whose taste for blood hasn't 
lessened any in the ten years 
since the accident. Sarah's 
husband, town sheriff Axel 
(Kerr Smith), begins to sus­
pect Tom as the murderer, 
but as the body count rises 
) Lionsgate Films 2009 
You'd find this picture of Tom ( Jensen Ackles) to be infinitely m ore impressive if only you were sporting your 3-D shades. 
and nothing can be proven, 
tensions boil to the surface. 
What the viewer must keep 
in mind while watching "My 
Bloody Valentine 3-D" is that 
the story is nothing more 
than a means to an end. As 
such, a lot of credit has to be 
given to the actors, who man­
age to present a ludicrous 
(and, frankly, terrible) script 
with straight faces through­
out. This makes it all the 
more satisfying when they're 
eventually offed, usually with 
a pickaxe, sometimes with a 
PLAY | FROM P AGE 7 
Now, in four short hours, 
the directors would arrive, 
select the play they wanted 
and call their cast mem­
bers. "Maybe I should stick 
around," I thought, and give 
a hand to the younger crowd 
still banging feverishly away 
at their keyboards. 
"And maybe I should actu­
ally be awake when someone 
performs my play onstage," I 
concluded, and headed home 
to throw myself into bed. 
The hour before the fes­
tival was set to begin I ar­
rived at SAA. I managed to 
find out who was in my play 
and I tracked them down by 
listening intently for bits of 
my dialogue I could recog­
nize. Nick Yaquinto, Haley 
Dyar and Whitney Robihson 
shovel, and a couple others 
that I won't spoil in this col­
umn. 
The star of "My Bloody 
Valentine 3-D," more than 
anything else, is the three-
dimensional technology it-
. se lf. In its current form, it's 
hard to imagine a serious 
three-dimensional film; does 
"Quantum of Solace" become 
a better movie if I think I can 
reach out and touch James 
Bond? Of course not. But 
for a movie like this, where 
the most serious scene is the 
played my three characters, 
and AASU theatre major 
Sage Tipton directed it. 
It's a strange feeling to give 
up control over something 
you created to the whims— 
and mercy—of others. Even 
only a few hours after writ­
ing it, I felt connected to its 
eventual success or failure in 
almost every way. 
Luckily, my play was in ex­
pert hands, as were many of 
Weekly Recipe By Yvette Wheeler Arts & Entertainment Editor 
arts.inkwell@gmail.com 
Herbed pork chop and salad 
Ingredients 
1 raw boneless pork 
chop 
One medium tomato. 
quartered 
1/4 red onion, sliced 
x teaspoon each ground rosemary, 
thyme, parsley, basil and dill 
Salt and peppt. 
1 medium eueumoer, sliced 
1 cup salad vinaigrette 
Prep time: 7-10 mins 
took time: 40 rains 
3 medium red skinned-
potatoes 
l teaspoon parmesan 
1/4 cup steamed broccoli 
spears, chopped 
Optional: pinch of shred­
ded cheese Procedure 
1: Preheat oven to 400 degrees. 
2. Mix the ground herbs together in a small bowl and set aside. Lay the pork chop on a piece of 
foil and with fingertips rub each side with the herbs, then add the salt and pepper. Fold the 
foil up into a packet and put in the oven to cook for 40 minutes or until brown. 
3. While the pork chops are cooking, boil the potatoes until the skin begins to split. Put them 
in a separate bowl and use the back of a spoon to mash them well. Add the steamed broccoli 
spears to the potatoes and mix carefully. 
4. Once the pork chop is done, transfer to a plate and garnish with the mashed potatoes, and, if 
desired, add the shredded cheese and remix. 
5. Mix the cucumber, tomatoes and red onion and add the vinaigrette, then transfer to plate 
with pork chop. Top salad with parmesan. 
6. Serves one. Enjoy while hot. 
Armstrong Atlantic State University Department of Art, Music & Theatre 
Savannah's Cultural Center on the Southside 
\ Terrence McNallyand David Yazbek's 
in \V 
February 19-22 & 26-28, 2009 at 7:30p.m* 
Jenkins Hall Theater 
*(3 p.m. only February 22) 
Advance tickets available at the Fine Arts Lobby Box Office 
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. weekdays, or by phone 344.2801 
Online at: www.finearts.armstrong.edu/tickets.html 
General Admission: $15; discounts available 
Audience discretion is advised 
a mctrona Atlantic State University's Student Government Association 
CU hnert Savannah is the media sponsor for the Masquers Connect 
ending credits, the three-di­
mensional gimmick is played 
to a T. 
There will be a steady diet 
of blood, breasts and blunt 
objects coming ever so close 
to your face, only to just bare­
ly miss because - surprise -
the technology isn't that good 
yet. 
While "My Bloody Valentine 
3-D" is dumb, it's dumb for 
all the right reasons. I recom­
mend you see it in theaters; it 
will not keep its charm on a 
home theater system. 
4 stars (out of 5) 
Directed by: Patrick Lussier 
Starring: Jensen Ackles, Kerr 
Smith, Jaime King 
Rated: R for graphic brutal 
horror violence and grisly im­
ages throughout, some strong 
sexuality, graphic nudity and 
language. 
the others, and while none 
was perfect (you try memo­
rizing 200 lines of dialogue 
in an afternoon), all were ex­
ecuted well given the nature 
of the festival. 
That being said, writing 
for what is usually consid-
ered one of the hardest types 
of play to create was quite a 
different experience for me, 
and I'd strongly encourage 
anyone interested in theater 
to give the festival a try next 
year. 
Just a touch of advice: 
bring a lot of Diet Coke. 
A & E | Page 7 
DVD Releases for 
Tuesday, Jan. 27 
Compiled by Yvette Wheeler 
Arts and Entertainment Editor 
arts.inkwell@gmail.com 
"Pride and Glory" (2-Disc Special 
Edition, single disc edition) (Rated 
R, drama) 
A saga involving a family of New 
York City Police officers whose mor­
al codes are tested when a police cor­




"Lakeview Terrace" (Rated PG-13, 
thriller) 
A young married couple gets a 
scare when they move next door to 
a cop. 
"Samuel L. Jackson 
"Patrick Wilson 
"Kerry Washington 
"Splinter" (Rated R, horror) A 
young couple and an escaped con­




Read Luke's 10-minute play "What 
Ever Happened to Rome?"online 
theinkwellonline.com 
"The Rocker" (Rated PG-13, com­
edy, romance) 
An aging failed drummer gets a 




For more upcoming DVDs, visit us 








14 Big pot of s tew 
15 Lecture platform 
16 Chopper feature 
17 All a flutter 
18 Q-Tip, e.g. 
19 Mystery story? 
20 Bolivia's largest 
city 




27 Golfer Ernie 
28 Elect (to) 
31 French part of 
South America 
32 Hunter's quarry 
33 "Thus Spake 
Zarathustra" 
author 
35 Sailor's milieu 
36 Puccini works 
37 Scorched 
40 Chasing game 
41 Metric measure 
44 Stratagem 
46 Not proper 
47 Not forthright 
48 Permit to 
49 Shark suckers 
51 To some extent 
'54 Effrontery 
58 Hurler Ryan 
59 Small piece 




64 Jacob's twin 
65 Contemporary 
of A gatha 
66 Cattle groups 
67 Circus shelter 
68 Glimpsed 
DOWN 
1 Equine junior 
2 Gymnast Korbut 
3 Plunk 
4 Epic tales 
5 Bradley and 
Begley 
6 Raven's call 
!°* 
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9 Flatter oneself 
10 1970 Kinks hit 
,11 Wanderers 
12 Alabama port 
13 Affectedly prim 
and proper 
21 Twist and turn 




26 Minor spasm 
28 Lennon's lover 
29 Dickens hero 
30 Non-drinker 
32 Actress Gilpin 
34 Cafeteria need 
35 Ottoman bigwig 
37 S. African settler 
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43 Late July sign 
44 Slab under a 
pedestal 
45 Poe's lost love 
46 Big pot 
50 Tennis star 
Monica 




57 Biblical garden 
60 Singer Janis 
61 Deposit 
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13051 Abercorn Street 
912.925.5398 
FREE 1/2 HOUR POOL WITH LUNCH PURCHASE 
FROM OPEN - 3PM 7 DAYS A W EEK 
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For Students, Faculty, and Staff 
r Every Tuesday 5PM-8PM 
Oglethorpe Mall Food Court 
Buy an entree, get an entree FREE! 
Entrees include Chick-fikfi© Chicken Sandwich, 8 Nuggets, and 3 Strips 
; C Ttti-BKA* «w> CWtHII-* lit np«ftWcn*r*rti «TCft«. ftmcwti, Ik 
The Leukemia & 
Lymphoma Society 
m ̂  Training's 
TEAM tough... 
• • f • m M • I'M w I N  TR A I N I N G  
But chemo's a whole lot tougher. 
Train to run or walk a full or half mara­
thon or complete a triathlon. Help find a 
cure for blood cancers while accomplish­
ing your goals! Teams forming NOW! 
www.teamintraining.org/ga 
912-898-0663 
Saving lives, one mile at a time. 
Join The Club and Receive Rewards 
Receive reward points for every 
dollar you spend on service and 
retail. Lifetime membership of $15, 







Hours of Operation: 
Tuesday- Thursday ~10Am to 8Pm 
Friday - lOAm to 6Pm 
Saturday - 10Am to 5Pm 
in- a ',»• 
We A ccept: 
Mastercard - Tis» - Discover 
X'v 
at©A@T VA NT NIOXIN 
WELLA 
1040 King George Blvd 
Suite 50 





Female wanted to share 4-bedroom house on Southside - $450/mo -
Utilities Free - Room, private bath, wireless internet, cable, 
unlimited long distance. We are a couple of retired international 
teachers. We speak Russian, French, Arabic and some Spanish and 
Portuguese. Call Amina or Les at 925-4393 (home) or 604-1769 (cell). 
&.• Mit iMSt 
Application Deadline: Friday, February 6,2009 at 5:00p.m. 
Student Activities Office MCC 201 




Spring 2009 Sessions begin Jan. 12 
Recreational swim sessions 
Monday 
Noon-1:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.fn.-9:30 p.m. 
Tuesday 
11:30 a.m.-12:45 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.-9:30p.m. 
Wednesday 
Noon-1:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. 
Thursday 







*MUST PRESENT CURRENT AASU ID CARD FOR ENTRY! 
m 
